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5 dysfunctions of a team trust activities

Image: iStock/fizkes Teams that function well and succeed all have one thing in common: Team members mostly trust their leader. When distrust is present, it can show itself in these six ways, and it is essential to resolve the cause of distrust to re-gain team functionality. 1. A lack of interest or resistance to initiatives Not all projects or initiatives
conjure up excitement for team members. Still, when a lack of interest, complaints, and overall resistance becomes commonplace, it may be a sign that teams distrust their leader. Even if groups like their manager, they may not trust his or her judgment or ideas. There may also be unresolved conflict or other factors at play. Regardless, these are
potential signs of distrust. SEE: COVID-19 workplace policy (TechRepublic Premium) 2. Not paying attention to leadership in meetings Look around the room in any one meeting, and you’ll see people yawning, looking at their phones, rolling their eyes, or looking frustrated. This isn’t necessarily a reflection of distrust for leadership, but when it
becomes a regular occurrence within specific team meetings or with a particular person leading meetings, it’s more likely to be the case. If this is so, more often than not, there will also be some chatter by the coffee machine, in the lunchroom, or via Zoom or text message, about a lack of interest in attending specific leaders’ meetings. This may
signal distrust. SEE: Tableau business analytics: Tips and tricks (free PDF) (TechRepublic) 3. Asking other leaders for guidance Suppose team members find themselves looking for a second opinion. In that case, especially if it is more often than not, it’s a sign that they don’t fully trust the judgment or feel adequately supported by their leader. There’s
nothing wrong with getting a second opinion periodically to solidify an understanding of a topic or initiative, but frequent second-guessing signifies that team members aren’t comfortable with their leader’s judgment or guidance. SEE: 5 things leaders should never say to their teams (TechRepublic) 4. Withholding opinions or information There may be
reasons for team members to withhold information. Some may include the sensitive nature of the information entrusted to them; others might be that it’s for the greater good and well-being of the group or personal information. Team members may withhold information or opinions because they believe they will be held back from promotions for
expressing it or that their leader will, in some way, punish them for it. This can be a sign that they have developed a sense of distrust for their leader. SEE: Early bird or night owl? How to win the morning either way (TechRepublic) 5. Displaying outward signs of disrespect Once a team member has reached a high level of frustration due to distrust for
their leader, they may no longer hide it and instead start to display outward signs of disrespect. Some of these outward signs may be glaring, rolling of eyes, snickering when their leader is speaking, exchanging looks with others, sarcastic responses, or even public arguments. Once things reach this stage, the level of distrust has become unhealthy
for others. SEE: Zoom calls: 3 tips from video gaming streamers to keep your audience engaged (TechRepublic) 6. High turnover within specific groups Although team members can have various reasons for leaving companies, it may not be that innocent if turnover is higher in one department than in other areas. If there’s a disproportionate amount
of turnover in a specific group, it’s a sign that, as the saying goes, “people don’t leave companies, they leave their bosses.” Before things get to this level, it’s vital to get to the root of distrust and find ways to resolve things. Distrust doesn’t go away; it simply accelerates the damage that’s done. Resolving distrust at all levels requires having a sincere
interest in supporting your team, being able to convey that sentiment in a clear and immediate way, allowing your team to have an open dialogue with you, and involving them in the solution. When you need your employees to function as a cohesive team, you may need to plan a few team building activities to get everyone together. Whether you’re
planning an extended event or you just need something quick for fine tuning of your team, try these easy team building ideas.What Is Team Building?Your employees are individuals, each with solid strengths, skills and ideas. As you strive to develop a killer team, you’ll need your individual players primed to work interdependently and cooperatively to
achieve goals. Team building is a buzz word that simply involves structured activities for employees to help them learn how to work together more successfully.Benefits of Team BuildingTeam building has a number of benefits that can have a major impact on your employees and your company, both in the short- and long-term, states
TeamBonding.Engaging in team building activities gives your employees a chance to see each other in different circumstances and settings, which helps them form deeper connections.Team building activities help employees develop interpersonal skills such as communication, conflict resolution, problem solving and strategic planning.When your
employees engage in team building activities, they can work more successfully because they have greater insight about individual strengths and weaknesses.Employees often have boosts in creativity and innovation after team building activities. It’s common for employees to be more motivated and excited after team building.A Simple but Effective
Team Building ActivityYou don’t need to plan an extensive event to engage in successful team building. Sometimes just a short 30-minute exercise can have far-reaching results.Have everyone write down two facts and one lie about themselves on pieces of paper. Then, give everyone about 15 minutes to circulate with each other to discuss the facts
and the lie. The goal is to convince everyone that the lie is a fact. After this period is up, gather everyone together. Have each person read their facts and lie aloud. The group has to vote about which statement is the lie.Planning an EventIf it’s time for a major team building event, make sure you have enough time to plan all the details. Creating a
team to manage the event is also helpful. Make a budget, assemble a guest list, pick a date and a venue and work on your event agenda. The agenda will include every activity and the duration of each, meeting points, meals and entertainment.Special Team Building IdeasAdd some of these team building ideas to your event.Play office trivia to bring
people together. With everyone in small teams present assorted trivia questions for the teams to answer. The team with the most points wins a prize.Plan a workshop to help employees learn new skills together. The workshop could be off-site, or you could bring in an expert to teach a skill to your team. MORE FROM QUESTIONSANSWERED.NET
Published February 20, 2019, updated February 15, 2022Summary - Building a great team isn't easy! It takes time, patience, & a lot of hard work. To help you better understand group dynamic & team success check out this blog.Building a great team is not easy! It takes time, patience, and a lot of hard work.Leaders are frequently thinking about the
health and performance of their teams by trying to understand how strong the relationships are within it.Many studies and research on understanding the group dynamics and success of teams have shown that successful teams will nearly always outperform individuals working independently, especially in high-pressure scenarios.Why Social Team
Building is ImportantMost businesses are now recognizing the value of team building. They are investing more time into fostering winning cultures while also putting forth a bigger push into recruiting talent which is becoming an increasingly more competitive environment."Why is social team building so important to our companies success?"So why
do some companies and startups spend so much on all those "fun activities"? Isn't it all a waste of money?The short answer? No.The long answer: Team building and bonding activities like going out for lunch, playing golf, go karting, axe throwing (our last team building activity which was super fun), white water rafting, scavenger hunts, book clubs,
game nights, etc... are important. Hanging out with your co-workers during/after work hours in a social way is more important than ever as employees live and work in an era where we expect our job to be more than just a paycheck!Did you know that one of the best questions you can ask your employees in an engagement survey is: "Do you have a
best friend at work?"Gallup research has repeatedly shown a concrete link between having a best friend at work and the amount of effort employees expend in their job.So whether or not you have a friend at work actually matters. Keeping your best employees engaged and retaining top talent greatly contributes to your success. So yes, social team
building is important! (Go ask for that little extra of budget right now!)Five Dysfunctions of a TeamOk so social team building is important but there is much more to it! A great book our entire executive team recently read was "The Five Dysfunctions of a Team: A Leadership Fable" by Patrick Lencioni.In this book, Lencioni highlights two critical
truths: 1) Genuine teamwork in most organizations remains as elusive as it has ever been and 2) Organizaions fail to achieve teamwork because they unknowingly fall to 5 natural dysfunctions.The five dysfunctions are:Absence of Trust: An unwillingness to be vulnerable with each otherFear of Conflict: Teams that lack trust are incapable of engaging
in unfiltered and passionate debate of ideasLack of Commitment: Without airing your unfiltered options, team members rarely buy in and commit to decisionsAvoidance of Accountability: Without committing to an action plan, team members hesitate to call their peers on actions and behavioursInattention to Results: Failure to hold one another
accountable then creates an environment where team members put their individual needs ahead of the teamAs you dig into each layer of the five dysfunctions, you realize how important team building plays in helping to remove these obstacles. Where it is group activities that help build trust or ones that teach you how to handle conflict, if the team
does not work on the first level of trust then its impossible to overcome the next four levels.Bonus read: The first rule of building a great team is to lead the team by establishing your leadership, trust, and collaboration with each team member individually. Check out this great list of steps to building an effective team from Berkeley Human
Resources.Easy Team Building Activities for WorkHere are three of my favourite and easy team building activities you can use at work:#1: Draw a Pig: The Pig Personality ProfileThis is a fun and simple ice breaker to get the group engaged early in the day and breakdown some barriers while having a few laughs as you kick off a team building
activity.Purpose: All the participants get to know each other in a fun and easy wayStep 1: Give everyone a clean sheet of paper and ask them to draw a picture of a pig in less than 3 minsStep 2: After everyone has finished drawing thier pig, tell them they can interpret themselves in the following wayResults: To share/interpret with the teamIf the pig
is drawn on the top portion of the page you are optimistic and very positiveIf the pig is drawn in the middle of the page you are realistic and factualIf the pig is drawn toward the bottom of the page, you are pessimistic or tend to have a negative outlookIf the pig is facing left, you are traditional, friendly and remember birthdays and datesIf the pig is
facing right, you are innovative, action-oriented, not family or date orientedIf the pig is facing straight ahead, you are direct, like to play devil's advocate and don't avoid issuesIf the pig is very detailed, you are analytical, cautious and suspiciousIf the pig has little detail, you are emotional, bored by detail and a risk takerIf the pig has four feet, you are
secure, stubborn and have firm beliefsIf the pig has less than four feet, you are insecure or going thru major changes in lifeThe larger the pig's ears the better listener you areAnd last, but not least the longer the pig's tail the better your sex lifeNow that you got some laughs out of the group you can start to work on more serious team building
exercises.#2: Personal Artifact Game or Sharing Your Personal StoryThese two team building exercises are great when you want your team members to connect with each other on a more personal level. These simple activities usually get team members to open up and there should be a decent level of trust before trying them...Personal Artifact Game:
Similar to "show and tell" when you were a kid, we'd like each of you to bring an object that has personal meaning to you. You'll share the object with the group and describe its importance. Sharing Your Personal Story: Ask each team member to share the top 5 biggest things that have impacted their lives to date in 5 mins. 3 should be positive and 2
should be negative all that have influenced them in a positive way. A sample negative could be a lose in their life.#3: Another team building exercise: Impact of Negative Energy This one may surprise you and many of you will be skeptical when reading this but I was blown away but the actual results.The impact of negative energy on a team is
amazing to measure. Yes you read that right, you can actually measure it.Step 1: Ask for a volunteer to come up to the front of the group, close their eyes, stick out their dominant hand to approximately shoulder height (to their side) and ask them to start thinking of something that makes them really, really happy in life. You want them to think of
positive thoughts.Step 2: Now tell them to keep thinking about this positive thing while you assert downward pressure on their arm and explain to the group how much resistance you feel. Then take a rest and let their arm down.Step 3: Now ask the same volunteer to close their eyes again and think about something negative or gets them really upset.
Get them thinking about this really bad experience and again ask them to put up their arm and again apply pressure pushing down their arm.Step 4: What you should notice immediately and can showcase to the group is how the arm is much, much easier to push downwards.Step 5: Get the group to try it on each other in groups of 2s!Bonus: To really
wow the group ask for 3-4 volunteers to come up to the front. With each one side by side touching the shoulder of the person beside them. But this time get the first person to be thinking of the positive then negative thoughts, while the last person sticks their arm out and your apply pressure to that arm. What should happen is that the positive and
negative energy actually flows from the person thinking of it on one side and flows to the other person. But its crazy to see how easy it is to witness negative energy having such a big impact on an entire group of people. The positive energy doesnt usually flow as well! Crazy Right!?Three other simple team building activities (with videos)Other fun
team building activities for adults that I have used in the past including:Marshmallow Building: This is really fun to watch how competitive your team members are and how well they do under pressure.The Egg Drop Challenge: Teams use a supply of everyday office supplies in trying to protect an uncooked egg from breaking when dropped.Snakes
Trust Building Activity: This is great activity for larger groups in a bigger space that uses non-verbal communication to guide a team through building trust with each other.Paper Holding Team Building Activity: This is a great and dynamic team-building exercise, ideal for one or more small groups.Team Building Development Models and ToolsWant
to leverage a more scientific approach to team building? No problem!Over the past years I have had the pleasure go through many tools, all of which I like because each one has provided amazing insights into either the team I managed or the team I am on. A few of my favourite models that are more like scientific tools, in no particular order, are:True
Colours International: The core of the True Colors system identifies intrinsic values, motivations, communication styles, listening styles, non-verbal responses, and other key behaviors that help uncover how the four different types interact with others. Example: How often do you show up to a meeting without an agenda? For "Gold" team members the
lack of an agenda causes either frustration or stress as they don't have time to prepare for the meeting. So something as simple as an agenda already causes certain colours within the meeting undue stress and concerns!Strength Deployment Inventory (SDI): Similar to colours, the SDI is a great way of discovering an individuals motives when things
are going well as well as when in conflict. The three colours in this tool are: Blue = How motivated are you by a concern for people, Red = how motivated are you to perform/drive results, and Green = how motivated are you for the process and collecting of data before acting.Example: Have you ever witnessed a team member's behaviour change? For
example, team members that go to green in a disagreement will often be asking you for data or insights to back up your claim. It's not that they don't trust or believe you, but for them to agree with you they need their Green to be fulfilled to come to the same conclusion as you. Whereas someone is more Red will most likely act with the motivation
"let's stop talking and get going." So when the Green conversation is happening they are starting to feel antsy. So there are no right or wrong colours, but understanding your team members needs helps greatly improve the communication and trust of each other.Myers-Briggs Type Indicator: This is probably the most famous personality test that many
of us have been tested on. Myers-Briggs has four indicator types which then maps to 16 types of personalities.These four categories can be easily separated by the following questions: Do you prefer to focus on the outer world or on your own inner world? This is called Extraversion (E) or Introversion (I).Information: Do you prefer to focus on the basic
information you take in or do you prefer to interpret and add meaning? This is called Sensing (S) or Intuition (N).Decisions: When making decisions, do you prefer to first look at logic and consistency or first look at the people and special circumstances? This is called Thinking (T) or Feeling (F).Structure: In dealing with the outside world, do you
prefer to get things decided or do you prefer to stay open to new information and options? This is called Judging (J) or Perceiving (P).Fun Bonus: Did you know many shows/movies have mapped their characters to the Myers-Briggs indicators. So if you know your four letters then check out one of these: StarWars, Simpsons, Friends, and The Office.No
team building blog would be complete without some fun quotes you can add to your day of team building activities.Top 10 Awesome Team Building QuotesIncredible things happen when teams collaborate on shared objectives:“The strength of the team is each individual member. The strength of each member is the team.” -Phil Jackson (Click to
Tweet)“It is amazing what you can accomplish if you do not care who gets the credit.” - Harry S. Truman (Click to Tweet)“Great things in business are never done by one person. They’re done by a team of people.” - Steve Jobs (Click to Tweet)“When you need to innovate, you need collaboration.” - Marissa Mayer (Click to Tweet)“It is better to have a
great team than a team of greats.” - Simon Sinek (Click to Tweet)“Alone we can do so little, together we can do so much.” - Helen Keller (Click to Tweet)“Find a group of people who challenge and inspire you, spend a lot of time with them, and it will change your life.” – Amy Poehler (Click to Tweet)“No matter how brilliant your mind or strategy, if
you’re playing a solo game, you’ll always lose out to a team.” - Reid Hoffman (Click to Tweet)“Talent wins games but teamwork and intelligence wins championships.” - Michael Jordan (Click to Tweet)“None of us, including me, ever do great things. But we can all do small things, with great love, and together we can do something wonderful.” – Mother
Teresa (Click to Tweet)Images for team building activity quotes:Additional resources for more team building activities:Check out Wrike's Ultimate Guide to Team Building Activities That Don't SuckFree Team Building Tools from Innovative Team Building where you can sort based on objectivesDownload the Team Building Toolkit from University of
California, BerkeleyWell you have made it this far! Awesome… I will leave you with one more team building quote:“The only way to win is by winning together!” - Jonathan MilneWhat is your favourite teamwork quote?Well mine is, "Team work makes the dream work." - Katya Zeisig (hijacking Jon's blog)
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